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From the desk

Our country is going through
unprecedented and unplanned
transformation; disruptive
change is replacing incremental
change—and as citizens,
policymakers and business
persons, we all need to adapt
to the emerging set of metrics

T

hought leaders are brave; explore areas others don’t, raise questions others
won’t, and provide insights others can’t. Yes, it is time for brave thought
leadership.

Some of the country’s finest thought leaders and opinion makers across
government, industry and society got together in India’s financial and political
capital to gauge and brainstorm the unique challenges and opportunities that lie in
the country’s path.
In the freewheeling conversation in Mumbai, there was strong consensus amongst
members of India’s financial elite that this country is going through unprecedented
and unplanned transformation; disruptive change is replacing incremental
change—and as citizens, policymakers and business persons, we all need to adapt
to the emerging set of metrics that are emerging.
We carried this mood of radical change and disruption into our flagship event, the
Mindmine Summit, with the central theme: Disruption: Is This The New Normal?
Two days of fascinating discussions followed, as different sets of opinion makers,
policy makers and influencers laid out the coming agenda for business, trade,
society and politics.
This document has number of distinctive sections. The first is a snapshot of the
various issues that were flagged and discussed in the Mindmine Conversation
in Mumbai. The second is a summary of the key points that came up during the
various sessions of the 2017 Mindmine Summit. The third element is a thought
paper that has been co-authored by the Mindmine Institute and KPMG – which
connects the two events and provides an agenda for reigniting private sector-driven
growth in India. The fourth section summarizes the proceedings of twelfth edition
of BML Munjal Awards for Business Excellence through Learning & Development.
The fifth section recalls the journey of Mindmine Institute over the last 10 years.
Happy reading!
Sunil Kant Munjal
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MINDMINE
Conversation
2017

The Eleventh edition of Mindmine Summit ‘Disruption: The New Normal for
India’ in Delhi on April 20 and 21, 2017, and the build-up to this flagship event on
March 31, at Mumbai via the first-ever Mindmine Conversation, sought to provide
independent and top class dialogue and thought leadership in an era of dramatic
and unpredictable change.
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Nonsustainable
debt in the
system adding
to the woes

The
curtain
raiser
event of
Mindmine
Summit
2017
31 March, 2017
Mumbai

Mindmine Conversation 2017

held in Mumbai, The
‘curtain raiser’ event
of Mindmine Summit
2017, ‘Mindmine
Conversation’, had
an illustrious line
up of panelists who
shared their views on
key aspects of India’s
dynamic economic
situation, and how to
leverage them to the
economy’s advantage.
The focal point of
the discussions was
‘disruption’, which is
creating opportunities
and paving India’s way
forward.

Participants
A. Balasubramanian
Ajay Mehra

Is Indian business being
excessively policed

The first conversation was a promoter and
governance centric conversation
Conversation 2
Rebuilding the private
sector growth engine

The second discussion deliberated on
eebuilding the private sector in a post
demonetised India, where panellists
reappraised the business and financial sector’s
role in charting the country’s future.
Conversation 3
Creating ‘‘India Moments’’ from
Disruptions

The third conversation focussed on Creating India
Moments From Disruptions—where the idea
was to look at the challenges and opportunities
arising from the political, economic social and
technological disruptions taking place around the
world and India.
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KPMG India

Ajay Piramal

Piramal Enterprises

Akhil Bansal

KPMG India

Akshay Bhalla

KPMG India

Alok Saigal

Edelweiss Global
Wealth Management

Amit Bhagat

ASK Property
Investment Advisors

Anshu Kapoor

Edelweiss Global
Wealth Management

Arun Maira

Management
Consultant (Former
Member of Planning
Commission)

Ashish Chauhan
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Ashith Kampani

Cosmic Mandala 15

Bharat Shah
Bhavdeep Bhatt
Gopal Jain
Ipsita Dasgupta
Janmejaya Sinha
M. Damodaran

Conversation 1

Birla Sun Life Asset
Management

Manish Dubey
Neelkanth Mishra
Nilesh Kothari
Nimesh Kampani
P.S. Jayakumar
Rama Bijapurkar
Rashesh Shah

ASK Investments Equity
PMS
Birla Sun Life Asset
Management
Gaja capital
Star TV
BCG
Former SEBI Chairman
ICICI Prudential Life
Insurance
Credit Suisse
Trifecta Capital
JM Financial Group
Bank of Baroda
Management
Consultant
Edelweiss Finance

Rishabh Shroff

Amarchand Mangaldas
& Co

Sandeep Bakshi

ICICI Prudential Life
Insurance

Sasha Mirchandani

Kae Capital Fund

Sunil Rohokale

ASK Investment
Managers

Usha Thorat

RBI (Former Dy.
Governor)

V.Vaidyanathan
Vidya Shah
Vikram Limaye
Vimal Bhandari
Vineet Rai
Vishwavir Ahuja

Capital First
EdelGive Foundation
National Stock
Exchange
IndoStar Credit Fund
Aavishkaar Intellecap
RBL Bank
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Keypoints

Regulatory
forbearance
led to
delays in
infrastructure

Conversation 1
Is Indian
business
being
excessively
policed?

Indian institutions
need functionally
autonomous,
independent people
on board with the
right temperament
for efficient
operations.

Decision
postponement
and ownership
issues led to
global bank
failures

Mindmine Conversation 2017

Disconnect
between
empowerment
and
responsibility

Intervention
issues
and lack
of policy
enforcement

Regulation
of
regulation
is another
challenge

Nonsustainable
debt in
the system
adding to the
woes

While India wants to achieve consistent growth, it feels burdened with
regulations. The obvious questions that come to mind are — why do we need
regulators, disconnection between empowerment and responsibility, and
over-regulated banking environment. The crux of the challenges faced by
the industry has nothing to do with over policing as such. Since the majority
of issues lie with the PSUs, the government’s interventions are seen as the
challenges in doing business. In fact, the industry leaders feel that India
had no regulation for the PPP model, which put a significant load on the
regulatory structure of the country, creating hurdles for businesses to thrive.
Currently, India has about 70–80 percent of the Non Performing Assets
(NPAs) that are with the PSUs, where the government’s ownership is more
than 51 per cent. A few points were also raised about the way the board
of directors is appointed in the PSUs, which is seen as a big challenge. The
industry feels that the way BODs are formed, it leads to problems in decision
making, as actions are never prompt and appropriate. The probable solutions
could be getting functionally autonomous people on board, allowing banks
to become independent, and empowering them to perform efficiently.
Regulation, supervision and enforcement are the main issues that hinder the
growth prospects of India. Therefore, there is a need to create opportunities for
the right people with the right temperament to achieve sustainable solutions.
The financial sector has been deliberating on the non-sustainable debt in the
system for long and, hence, there is a need to take tough steps in developing a
sustainable capital market, creating a diverse number of equity players.
There is a need to establish a triangle of trust — creating a sense of trust for
the government by establishing transparency, the government needs to trust
people, and people and businesses need to trust each other.

Keyquotes

“Industry is asking for simple three things: ‘to make it easy for us to start a
business’, ‘make it easy to run a business’ and ‘when needed to, make it easy to
shut down a business’.”

Keypoints

Gaps in
infrastructure
or lack of
institutions
– assess the
problem

Conversation 2
Rebuilding
the private
sector
growth
engine

“We need to be clear in our minds about the root causes of NPAs: Is it because
of overregulation? Or is it lack of enforcement? Or is it because of slow judicial
intervention?”
“Since there is a lack of enforcement, we keep on making new regulations.”
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50 per cent
of the jobs
in next 20
years won’t
remain the
same

Global
connect
leading
to high
aspirations in
youth – rural
and urban

Dismal spend
on healthcare
and lack
of quality
education and
transportation

Slow credit
growth – key
issue for midsector SMEs

The industry and the government collectively need to identify and assess the
current private sector growth challenges — whether there is a demand gap/
supply gap, infrastructure challenges or lack of presence of institutions.
Employment is one of the key concerns where the success of the private sector
hinges. Given the fact that about 50 per cent of the existing jobs are likely to
change in the next 20 years, India really needs to prepare itself for the future. It
needs to upskill the talent and create job opportunities for both the urban and
rural youth. It is imperative that India takes steps to create a right environment
for youth to get into innovation and take risks to create disruptions so that the
country can evolve continuously.

Need to prepare
for the jobs of the
future with right
skills and create
job opportunities
– as a society and a
corporate

On the social front, the spending on health care and education has remained
dismal, and so is the state of public transportation system. In another seven
years, about 50 per cent of 1.5 billion people living in urban India will make
India one of the leading nations with an ageing population. Are we equipped
with a seamless pension system, safety system and job system — are the
obvious concern areas we need to address.

Focus on SME
growth – a possible
scenario

India, although doing well on the economic front, needs to widen its horizon
for inclusive holistic growth. The social indicators of Bangladesh and Pakistan
are better than us, and only 28 per cent of the total employable women work in
India, compared with that of 48 per cent in other Asian countries. Hence, the
inclusion of women should be given a priority.

Focus on women
power
Need to improve
collaboration with
private banks for
credit requirements
Need diverse number
of equity players –
for efficiency
Adapting to
fast-changing
technology
and disrupters
imperative

“A good regulator is the one which doesn’t change the rules in between.”
“For years, India has had no regulation for public private partnerships—so this
puts a load on our regulatory structure.”

Financial
inclusion
beyond
GST and
demonetisation
required

Keyquotes

Finance is the backbone of a country’s SMEs. Hence, collaboration with
private banks needs to be improved. There is a relatively slow credit growth,
which is a key hindrance to the growth of the mid-sector SMEs. Although
India is one of the best places to avail finance (credit) because of the focus of
the regulators on priority sector lending, it is felt that India needs to make its
SMEs grow substantially. Currently, India is ranked 20th in the availability of
finance.
In 2008, China saved itself through deposits. Similarly, our domestic savings
are driving the country’s capital formation. There is a new hope with the
GST unifying India strongly. Further, the OECD suggests that the size of the
informal economy is expected to benefit India and hence it is imperative to tap
into it.

“If we encourage our bright young men and women just to do jobs and not take
risks; it will have long term repercussions for the country.”
“Better tax collection would help the unregulated informal sector to get into
the mainstream; once this happens, funding for social welfare won’t be such a
big issue.”

Triggering change Through ThoughT leadership
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Keypoints

Rising
importance
of triangle of
trust between
government,
people and
businesses

Conversation 3
Creating
‘‘India
Moments’’
from
Disruptions

Keyquotes

Power of
imagination
outdoing
experience
- pandemics
and cyber
threats

Changing
geopolitical
situation

‘Banking’s
telecom
moment’. In
next 10-15
years the
sector will be
redesigned

With the
recent
elections
– political
landscape is
set to alter

Demographics
disruptions –
rising urban
population
and aging
population

India is changing dramatically; the way elections are won currently is also
a reflection of disruption of a kind, primarily involving the new generation.
Hence, looking at the future, we cannot ignore the fact that technology
would become all pervasive and India’s success will depend on the openness
of the economy. Further, we should not forget environment as a key aspect
of our economic growth. The impact of climate change (emphasis on water
conservation) is expected to be a big issue in India, and no disruption in
garbage disposal is emerging as a worrisome challenge, which needs to be
addressed as well.

“There is an ongoing tussle going on between experience and imagination; the
power of imagination is moving beyond the legacy of experience.”
“In the next 10-15 years, India’s financial services sector will be redesigned
through disruption; banking’s telecom moment is coming.”
“Disruption in political ecosystem is healthy and important; hence it is
important to understand this electoral process.”
“Politics around the world has changed; it is no longer fashionable for a political
party or leader to have a centrist view today.”
“In the coming years, water is going to be amongst the most addressed issues for
India and for the world.”
“We talk about disruptions of all kinds; but somehow, we don’t talk about
disruptions in the way that garbage is collected and disposed!”
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MINDMINE
summit
2017

Measuring Growth
and Success: Time to
Move Beyond GDP?

02
Disruption:
The New
Normal
for India?
20-21 April 2017
The Taj Palace
New Delhi

Mindmine summit 2017

The Mindmine Summit 2017,
was concluded in Delhi
over a two-day event. The
industry think tanks and
the representatives of the
government deliberated
over 12 sessions to establish
the impact of various
disruptions in the Indian
economy.

T

he discussions focussed on the changing dynamics
across sectors, ranging from the state of governance in
Indian Railways, Indian aviation sector, the prospects
of globalisation, the wave of digitisation, the way we
measure the impact, the way we fight, how we rule and regulate,
the way we communicate, how we perceive our culture and how
we care for the society, to name a few.
Some of these areas were ahead of the curve, thus, urging
the industry leaders and the government official look in this
direction while deciding on their action plans for the future.
One of the key observations which emerged during the
discussions was the fact that changes made in the past are
not enough in the current scheme of economic despondence
globally. Disruption is the new normal. Ongoing disruptions
are pushing the government and the businesses to realign their
strategies and come up with innovative new ideas for more
efficient models of product and service delivery.
India is on the brink of a new era with a multitude of disruptions
— both extrinsic and intrinsic — impacting the economy like
never before. While protectionism in the West looming large,
tables have turned towards the East. India is looking inwards for
growth — harnessing the talent pool and myriad opportunities
presented by the government and businesses.
The new state of governance in India is driving a positive
disruption in the economy. It has laid the much-needed
emphasis on building the soft power of the country in addition
to enabling businesses and individuals through policies and
digital initiatives, with an overarching agenda for inclusive
growth. Multiple flagship programmes are running in parallel,
encompassing economic growth enablement (Make in
India initiative, focus on Ease of Doing Business), enhanced
infrastructure (Clean India, Digital India, enhancing transport,
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Mindmine summit 2017

housing and physical infrastructure) and financial inclusion
(Jan-Dhan - Aadhaar - Mobile and Direct Benefit Transfer).

To drive this
holistic
growth,
and achieve
efficient and
cost-effective
infrastructure,
private
businesses have
as much a role
to play as the
government.
Increasing
private
footprint in all
these aspects
of eminence
through
successful
public–private
partnership is
the way forward
for the Indian
economy.

Some of the key
aspects have been
discussed at length in
the thought paper —
‘Driving the private
sector’.
The thought paper
focusses on the impact
of domestic and
global disruptors on
businesses and the
economy. It further
approaches probable
measures to boost the
private sector growth
engine, riding on the
back of disruptions.
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The strides towards growth and the government’s efforts to boost
up the country’s infrastructure — railways, airways and digital
infrastructure — amidst capacity and financial challenges have
been unprecedented.
On the social front, India is striving through turbulent waters
to surge ahead. The panellists were of the view that the way we
measure growth must include a fairness quotient instead of just
economic growth. We need to change the way we perceive our
elderly population and our heritage must undergo a radical
change to achieve the holistic development of the country — as
a society and at the individual level.
To drive this holistic growth, and achieve efficient and costeffective infrastructure, private businesses have as much a role
to play as the government. Increasing private footprint in all
these aspects of eminence through successful public–private
partnership is the way forward for the Indian economy.
Therefore, it becomes all the more pivotal to drive growth in the
private sector.
Based on the discussions, and a study which was conducted,
the key challenges were identified. After deliberating on those
issues, some probable solutions emerged which could benefit the
businesses and the common man. These recommendations have
been put together in the thought leadership report.
It sheds light on both internal and global disruptions and the
impact they had on the Indian economy. It also identifies the
change in the political scenario, globally as well as in the Indian
context, which is coercing change in the Indian economy. It
takes into account the impact of demonetisation, the GST,
Fourth Industrial Revolution, Brexit and rising protectionist
policies in some of the developed nations.
While the country’s economy enjoyed a steep GDP growth from
FY04 to FY08, the investments have relatively dipped since 2011.
The whole objective is to understand the pain points through
this paper.
The paper recommends the ways to overcome the challenges
that are restricting the private sector growth. It talks about
job-oriented policies, focus on SMEs and the creation of a credit
enabling environment — measures that could help reignite
India’s services sector.
More importantly, it puts the spotlight on the much needed
trust factor that should exist between the government, people
and businesses, setting a triangle of trust, helping the economy
achieve its growth targets going forward.
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Session I:
Inaugral Session
Disruptions
are the new
norm

The two-day event
started with a welcome
speech by Mr Sunil
Kant Munjal,
followed by a keynote
addresses by the chief
guest, Mr Venkaiah
Naidu (Minister of
Urban Development,
Housing and Urban
Poverty Alleviation,
Government of India)
and the guest of honour
Mr Suresh Prabhu
(Minister of Railways,
Government of India).

“We are our own biggest challenge and are our own biggest promise”

•
Sunil Kant Munjal

•

Mr Munjal shared his thoughts on the incremental changes to what were in the
past (mostly driven by compulsions), but they are not enough in the current
scenario with economic despondence. Disruptions are the new norm! He talked
of some major disruptions that India has witnessed in recent times — the first
being the common tax, i.e. GST, the common entrance exam for engineering and
medicine, government giving full thrust to digital payments, digitalising public
services, interface between government and industry, and most importantly
interface between the government and people
He also brought to light the stark reality with regards to the dichotomy prevalent
in India. ‘While 250 million people are starving of hunger, there are satellites
being launched’. This is India’s biggest challenge and hope.

“In an era where change is always a constant, it is imperative for all of
us to innovate, differentiate and adapt to coexist in the ever-changing
global environment.”

•

Venkaiah Naidu

•

•

Mr Naidu began his lecture with a testimonial to Dr Brijmohan Lall Munjal
who conceptualized ‘Make in India’. It was his brainchild which is now being
spearheaded by the Prime Minister and now includes various other programmes
— MISIDICI (Make in India, Skill India, Digital India and Clean India)
He spoke about the disruptions being introduced in governance by the current
leadership to steer the economy onto a higher growth trajectory. “We are
disrupting in order to reap efficiencies, remove deficiencies and cater to the
proficiencies,’’ he said.
Listing various disruptive policies, he referred to demonetisation, the Goods
and Services Tax (GST), digital payments, Direct-Benefit-Transfer (DBT
programme), Jan-Dhan–Aadhaar–Mobile (JAM), financial inclusion (both
bank accounts opening and credit lending side), communicating through social
media, cooperative federalism, Digital India campaign, Clean India campaign
and promoting the using of ICT technologies in urbanisation plans, to track the
development of the ‘Housing for All’ programme.

“Our aim should be to bring about huge transformation in the shortest
amount of time. Each sector has to contribute and each aspect of our
thinking has to change.”

•

Suresh Prabhu

•

•

•
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In his address, Mr. Suresh Prabhu said that thinking differently is a necessity
to function in the current business landscape. Traditional methods of reforms
have not yielded desired results – which is reflected in persistently low Human
Development Index (HDI), high poverty ratio and low per capita income.
Highlighting the disruptions which have changed the Indian Railways, he said
the ministry is increasingly focussing on investments in order to accommodate
the increasing passenger and freight loads by multiplying the over utilised lines
(using 150%–160% of capacity)
Mr Prabhu also spoke of plans to electrify 100% of the lines by the end of this
government’s five-year term, converting all metre-gauge lines to broad-gauge
lines, completing the dedicated freight corridor by 2019, increasing the speed of
transit via trunk routes, and optimising operations through ERP and digitisation.
He concluded the inaugural session by reiterating the need for the country
to keep innovating. He stressed on the fact that India needs to transform its
transportation system which can only be achieved by adopting innovative
technology with ‘Make in India’ and ‘Develop in India’ concepts.

Triggering change Through ThoughT leadership
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Session II
India in 2017:
More Air
pockets or
ache din?

•

Sunil Kant Munjal

The discussion
focussed around
disruptions in the
civil aviation sector–
inclusion, expansion,
approach to customer
service and the way
forward.

“To add capacity and expand connectivity, the aviation sector needs
people to make investments in the entire ecosystem comprising MRO,
ground handling, aerospace manufacturing etc.”

•
•

Jayant Sinha

This session had a discussion
with Mr Jayant Sinha
(Minister of State for Civil
Aviation, Government of
India), moderated by Mr
Sunil Kant Munjal.

Triggering change Through ThoughT leadership

•

•

highlights
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Mr Munjal started the session by sharing his observation of the current business
landscape – and outlining the strengths and weaknesses of the aviation sector. He
said that, India today sits on the verge of a connectivity disruption in the country,
and the aviation ministry, through projects like UDAN.

Mr Sinha referred to the government’s motto - Reform, Perform, Transform and
Inform.” – and how aviation is following this path, being a sunrise sector.
He said aviation today is the cheapest alternative for long distance travel with
unit rate of Rs 4/km. He stressed the importance of air connectivity for reaching
tricky areas like rough, hilly terrains and islands in remote corners – in the
process, ensuring inclusion.
He discussed three key policies that the aviation sector is focused on, namely
opening and liberalising the aviation sector for investment, passenger
convenience – AirSewa (customer helpline to address grievances) and Udaan
- aimed at unlocking regional aviation. Mr Sinha also shed light on the three
successful models of operating aviation as prevalent in other countries which
India could adapt in the future - low-cost model, international overhaul and hub
and spoke model
In the Indian context, he said airlines are burdened with high costs in terms of
taxes, turbine fuel cost and airport cost (driven by high land cost). As a result, the
actual return on equity and return on investment have been low for the airlines.
He emphasised the importance of Public–Private Partnership (PPP) projects for
driving efficiency and creating a win–win situation for the industry and people.

The discussion highlighted the significant efforts made by the government to drive
buoyant growth in the sector, which has been struggling because of the high cost
of operations and low prices. What could emerge as a game changer would be the
introduction of volumes, and building in the common-man’s aspiration to fly. The
discussion revolved around the need to improve regional penetration, and for
this the government needs to continue its efforts towards encouraging innovative
investment models.

Triggering change Through ThoughT leadership
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Session III
Global
Uncertainty:
Have Free
Market
Champions
turn
Protectionists?

The discussion in this
session centred around
the current state of
rising protectionism
in the global economy,
its sustainability
and India’s ability to
maintain its upward
growth trajectory.

•

N Chandra Mohan
“It is a time of churn. The churn itself will assure that there is no
implicit acceptance of the retreat of globalisation”

•
•
Nirmala Sitharaman

•

•
•

•
•
Montek Singh
Ahluwalia

•

highlights
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•

•

Bhaskar Pramanik
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Ms Sitharaman said globalisation cannot retreat in an integrated world. The
current push back against globalisation in select countries is being driven by nonequitable distribution of the wealth created as a part of globalisation.
The absence of a trade in services framework is currently creating barriers to the
movement of professionals. However, the WTO is moving towards formalising
global trade in services.
She said it was wrong for western countries to draw parity between asylum
seeking migrants and project-based professionals. The West must realise the
importance of the dividend that emerging economies like India offer.

“We need to clarify the definition of services, create a new
classification of visas like a short term visa for business”

T. V. Mohandas Pai

The panel consisted of Ms
Nirmala Sitharaman (Minister
of State for Commerce and
Industry, Government of
India), Mr Montek Singh
Ahluwalia (Former Deputy
Chairman, Planning
Commission), Mr Bhaskar
Pramanik (Chairman,
Microsoft India) and Mr T. V.
Mohandas Pai (Chairman,
Manipal Global Education),
while Mr N Chandra Mohan
(Columnist) moderated this
session.

Mr Mohan began the session by outlining the various barriers to globalisation,
including trade and visa restrictions and quizzed whether these might stall the
benefits of globalisation. He also posited whether globalisation is on the retreat,
given that world trade is growing at a much slower pace than GDP.

Mr Pai said the political narrative in developed countries has for long been out of
sync with their people’s need, and income levels in the U.S. and the U.K. have not
risen in the last 15 years.
“India is producing a good quantum of professionals, but to utilise this talent
pool in the domestic market, we need more infrastructure and, hence, more
investment from the government and the industry,’’.
Mr Ahluwalia agreed with Mr Pai’s comment, that unlike the developed
economies, India and China have been dominant beneficiaries of globalisation
for the past 20 years
Once the heat and dust of elections settles in the West and institutional pressure
surfaces, some moderation is likely.
Development will become much more apparent in this region and India needs to
frame policies to harness this growth potential effectively.
In the years to come, technology would generate job-related issues and income
disparities much greater than globalisation.
He said the Indian IT sector is not flourishing for its cost arbitrage opportunities,
but has skilled professionals up to date with the global needs and requirements.
Mr Pramanik added that Indian IT industry, unlike the usual norm of having
40% of business flowing from the domestic market, has a low domestic market
share. Hence, it is also important to focus on building a stronger domestic base
for the Indian IT industry.

The discussion highlighted the dividend India enjoys in terms of talent and
knowledge base that will continue to drive growth in the economy, both due to the
rising domestic and expected revival of global demand. We need to strengthen this
dividend through investments in new age technologies and facilitate infrastructure
development in the domestic markets, while focusing on new global markets.
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Session IV
Mainstreaming
& Digitising
Bharat:
Battlefront
or Emerging
Miracle?

This discussion focused
on India’s drive
to develop digital
payment channels
and its efforts to
become a digitally
empowered society.
The aim was to analyse
the transformation
taking place in service
delivery platforms
across sectors. The
discussion also
encompassed steps
required to fast-pace
the adoption of digital
services.
The panel consisted of
Mr Amitabh Kant (CEO, Niti
Aayog), Mr V Vaidyanathan
(Chairman & Managing
Director, Capital First),
Mr Akhil Bansal (Deputy CEO,
KPMG in India), Mr Bharat
Shah (Executive Director, ASK
Group), and was moderated by
Ms Shereen Bhan (Managing
Editor, CNBC TV18).
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•

Commenting on the spike in digital transactions post the demonetisation and the
immediate tapering in number of transactions soon after lifting of the withdrawal
limits by the Reserve Bank of India, Ms Bhan asked the panellists’ for their views
on the future of the ‘Digital India’ vision.

Shereen Bhan
“India is in the midst of the biggest disruption that has ever taken place
anywhere in the world”

•

Mr Kant spoke about the digital preparedness and digital infrastructure in India.
He said ‘Digital India’ is much more than digital payments; it envisages the use
of technology across education, health care and public service. He said the use
of open sources would help improve the quality of education and healthcare in
the country. He spoke about the technological innovations that have taken place
in the digital payments arena such as an interoperable banking system, and the
launch of BHIM–Aadhar. He visualised a future where data analytics would
enable the banks to lend money more efficiently and possibly even remove the
necessity for physical banks. In terms of digital infrastructure creation, he said
the biggest challenge is to ensure the spread of internet access across the length
and breadth of India.

•

Mr V Vaidyanathan spoke about the advancements in the digital payment arena
and aired his views on the adoption of government portals, such as BHIM and
UPI. He suggested that the government could step up its efforts to advertise
such portals and make people aware of the existing ecosystem to ensure faster
adoption. He also spoke about the prevailing financial exclusion on the lending
side and how new-age technologies, such as artificial intelligence and data
analytics could transform India’s lending ecosystem and architecture.

•

Mr Shah said finance is among the most heavily invested segments when it comes
to technology, and India has the opportunity to enhance the financial inclusion
through the use of technology.

•

Mr Bansal lauded the government towards financial inclusion, but said the lack
of digital infrastructure and connectivity, and lack of financial literacy remained
the two key impediments that lay in India’s march towards becoming a digitally
empowered society. Going forward, cybercrime and data privacy could also pose
a threat to the ‘Digital India’ vision.

Amitabh Kant

V Vaidyanathan

Bharat Shah

Akhil Bansal

highlights

The session concluded that the Government has made consistent efforts to develop
the digital infrastructure within the country and is fast-forwarding the development
and adoption of digital services. This is expected to lead to the emergence of data
analytics, which has the potential of transforming service delivery across healthcare,
education, public services, etc. Besides harnessing the underlying potential of digital
technologies, it is important for the government to work towards spreading digital
literacy in partnership with the industry.
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Session V
Measuring
Growth and
Success:
Time to Move
Beyond GDP?

Globally, Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) has been
used as the standard
measurement of economic
health and well-being.
It presumes that the
wealth in a society
correlates to the wellbeing of the population.
However, analysis has
shown that the GDP
figures cloaks more than
it reveals. It does not
take into account the
social outcomes such as
human development, and
distribution of societal
wealth. This discussion
focussed on whether
Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) is the correct
indicator for measuring
the health of an economy.

•

Shereen Bhan
“Standard of an economy is efficiency, but the standard of the society
is fairness”
“The most important things in life are not easy to measure: friendship,
trust, love; we don’t measure these things. We develop them, we invest
in them, and we hope that there are no regrets.”
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•

Mr Rangan said India needs to pursue a high growth aspiration for the economy,
but it is equally important to have a fair society in terms of distribution of
wealth, gender parity and Gini coefficient. With advancements in technology, it
would soon become possible to measure social outcomes much more effectively.
Referring to the mandatory 2 per cent spend on CSR activities, Mr Rangan said
to improve capitalism, companies need to reflect on how they make money and
not where they spent it. Mere focus on productivity would result in a mistrust in
capitalism, which would lead to stringent regulations, and would further lead to
lower growth, and increase corruption and lobbying.

•

Mr Kapoor agreed that GDP is just an output number and does not indicate
the social outcomes. He emphasised the need to find parameters that can more
appropriately measure the actual health of an economy, and these should include
social outcomes. He highlighted three ways to measure the social outcomes in
a society: 1) fulfilment of basic needs of the population at large, 2) equity in the
society and 3) presence of opportunities.

•

He lauded efforts made by the government to create a more equitable society
through programmes, such as Jan-Dhan Yojana, Mudra Yojana and Start-up
India. He said while growth is quintessential, the need of the hour is integrated
growth. An economy needs to integrate ‘market and society’, ‘present and future’,
and ‘capital and labour’ as the nation grows.

Subramanian
Rangan

Amit Kapoor

highlights

The panel consisted of Mr
Subramanian Rangan (Professor,
INSEAD) and Mr Amit Kapoor
(President and CEO, Indian
Council of Competitiveness),
while it was moderated by Ms
Shereen Bhan (Managing Editor,
CNBC TV18).

Ms Bhan set the context by pointing out that India, despite being one of the
fastest growing nations in the world, ranks pretty low on several social welfare
indexes. She asked the panellists on whether there is a need to measure growth
beyond GDP.

Both panellists agreed that it has become imperative for nations to move beyond
the GDP and there’s a dire need today to include parameters such as the Human
Development Index, and GINI coefficient to gauge the health of an economy.
Moreover, both the government and the private sector needed to make coordinated
efforts to create a more equitable society. The government needs to bring in social
welfare programmes for the upliftment of poor and the down-trodden. Whereas,
companies need to develop social models in order to incorporate the principles of
distribution in their businesses.
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Session VI

“Indian Army stands out for its ability to leverage the intellectual
prowess of its leaders and its operational art”

Mindmine
Exchange:
The 21st
Century War:
Is Our Army
Fighting Fit?

This round of
discussion revolved
around the
shortcomings that the
Indian armed forces
were facing and the
steps needed to be taken
to overcome them. A
substantial part of the
discussions centred
on the current state
of affairs in the state
of Jammu & Kashmir
(J&K).
This was a one-on-one
discussion between the former
Indian Army Chief, Gen.
Bikram Singh and the wellknown journalist, Ms Jyoti
Malhotra.
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•

•
Gen. (retd.)
Bikram Singh

•

Gen. (retd.) Singh said India needs to revisit its strategy regarding J&K. Neither
the army nor the people of the state could be blamed for its current state;
Pakistan was responsible for increased radicalisation in the region, and was using
social media and the internet to advocate its propaganda. Having said that, the
Indian media too needs to exercise a certain level of prudence while telecasting
acrimonious content. He added that this is not the right time to do away with the
Armed Forces’ Special Power Act (AFSPA) in J&K.
He also spoke about the shortage of manpower and equipment deficiencies
being faced by the forces. However, the government has also taken a number of
initiatives to make up for the deficiency in equipment. The Ministry of Defence
(MoD) has been able to hone the acquisition process with efficient decision
making, thereby, shortening the procurement cycle and increasing transparency.
India is inching towards becoming a regional power in the region, hence it needs
to create an expeditionary force that will safeguard the nation’s interest. India
has also moved from a previously idealistic stance and is now adopting a more
pragmatic frame of mind. This was clearly evident from the recently conducted
surgical strikes on the terrorist camps in Pakistan Occupied Kashmir (POK).
Referring to the Indian Army, he said there is a value-based culture in the armed
forces, and personnel today make sure they live up to these values. He said the
armed forces comprised of highly disciplined individuals with extraordinary
conceptual, technical and interpersonal skills. He urged the corporate houses to
leverage the potential that the retired defence personnel have -- and they can be a
big asset to any organization.

highlights

This Mindmine Exchange acknowledged the significant contribution of the Indian
armed forces. However, despite being the fifth-largest military spender, the Indian
armed forces continue to battle equipment and manpower shortages.
One of the key reasons for the equipment shortage is India’s reliance on imports
for its defence requirements. However, to promote self-reliance, indigenisation
and technology upgrades in the sector, the government has made some key policy
changes in the defence manufacturing sector, such as liberalisation of Foreign Direct
Investment and Industrial Licensing Policy. The opening of the defence sector for
private players, along with the country’s extensive modernisation plans, is expected
to make India a preferred destination for defence manufacturing.
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Session VII

•

Statecraft:
The Emerging
Equations

•

This discussion centred
on the emerging
political situation
in India. The guest
aired his views on the
performance of the
incumbent government,
demonetisation of highvalue notes, and the
recent state elections.

•
Bhupinder Singh
Hooda

•
•

•
The panel consisted of former
Haryana Chief Minister (CM),
Mr Bhupinder Singh Hooda,
and it was jointly moderated
by Ms Jyoti Malhotra and Mr
Sunil Kant Munjal.

highlights
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Mr Hooda was asked to share his thoughts on the performance of current
Haryana government, over the past two-and-a-half years. He said the growth
story of the state had been stalled, ever since the new government came into
power. He alleged that the current government has not been able to fulfil the
promises that were made during the state elections
He said the incumbent government is trying to change the definition of
secularism, as is specified in the Constitution of India. He also mentioned that
similar nationalist movements are being observed in countries around the globe,
such as the U.S. and the U.K.
When asked about the consistent dismal performance of the Indian National
Congress (INC) in the state during the civic body elections across India, Mr
Hooda replied that it is a transient phase and the party is likely to come out
stronger with a significant mandate.
He also about the changing landscape of Indian politics, and said political parties
are today contesting elections in the name of their leaders rather than their
party’s ideologies, both at the national and regional levels
Commenting on the recent elections in Mizoram and Goa, he said that formation
of a government by a certain political party, despite being in the minority, is
unconstitutional. He emphasised that democracy involves proper representation
of each and every segment of the society in government formation
The session concluded with Mr Hooda’s comment on the impact of
demonetisation, saying that it may have a positive short-term psychological
impact on people, but whether it will have any practical benefits is yet to be seen.

The highlight of the discussion was the changing phase of Indian politics. Mr Hooda
said India is going through a transient phase where elections are won in the name of
party leaders rather than party ideologies. He also believed that the full impact of
the ruling government’s reform program is yet to be fully seen.
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Session VIII

“Programs like Digital India, Make in India, Skill India, Start-up India,
Stand-up India are all working in sync to make India a digitally
empowered society.”

The Changing
Face of
Politics

The discussion in this
session revolved around
the changing dynamics
of Indian politics and
the role being played
by technology to
drive India’s growth
programs.

•

•

Ravi Shankar
Prasad

•

•
This exchange involved Mr
Ravi Shankar Prasad (Union
Minister for Information
Technology, Law and Justice,
Government of India) and Mr
Sunil Kant Munjal.

•

highlights
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Mr Prasad said the Indian political system is driven by people’s narrative for
performance. He highlighted the three phases of India’s politic landscape postindependence — the politics of food, the politics of identity and the politics of
aspirations (good governance). According to him, India is currently in the third
phase.
Mr Prasad said that Digital India is a transformative programme which aims to
help the poor and the underprivileged. Digital inclusion is driven by linking the
Jan-Dhan accounts with Aadhaar and mobile, thus enabling subsidy disbursal
to these accounts directly. This has helped the government, since elimination of
intermediaries has resulted in significant savings.
Highlighting the digital profile of the country that has 1.08 billion mobile phones;
350 million smartphones that is likely to become 500 million in coming two
years; 1.13 billion Aadhaar cards; and 500 million internet, landline and wireless
connections, Mr Prasad said that the growing digital ecosystem will ensure that
India becomes a USD10 trillion economy in the next 5-7 years
As of now, India’s digital profile is restricted to the metros. But, the emergence
of Rural BPOs is helping towards bridging this divide. The government is
promoting digital delivery of services in a big way, while the launch of the Digi Village or Digital Gaon is underway.
Speaking on the hardware side of the IT sector, Mr Prasad said the government
has permitted 72 new entrants into mobile manufacturing in the last two years,
and this is being supported by increased budgetary support for electronics —
auto electronics, defence electronics and consumer electronics.

The discussion highlighted the changing face of Indian politics, which is increasingly
becoming religion and caste agnostic and more development centric, with socio–
economic–political–cultural emancipation. It highlighted the importance of
preserving the soft power to maintain an India-edge in the world economy.
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Session IX
Post-truth: Is
Social Media
being used to
Alter Reality?

This session largely
focused on the menace
of ‘fake news’ on social
media platforms and
its impact on the
outlook of individuals.
It also assessed how
advancement in
technology would
impact truth and
authenticity in the
future.
The panel consisted of Mr
Manish Tewari (Member of
Parliament), Dr Chandan
Chowdhury (Vice President,
Dassault Systems) and Mr
Nikhil Pahwa (Founder,
Medianama.com), and it
was moderated by Mr Rajiv
Makhni (Technology Journalist,
NDTV).

•

Mr Makhni raised concerns regarding the swelling presence of ‘fake news’ on
social media and how it has influenced the masses to make biased opinions.
He asked the panellists for their opinion on how to ensure maintaining the
credibility of the information that is being generated on social media.

Rajiv Makhni

“When technology creates a problem, it creates solution as well”

•

Mr Tewari said it’s a wrong presumption that ‘fake news’ is a by-product of social
media. It existed even before televisions or newspapers came into existence. In
the past the narrative of the mainstream media was always controlled by media
barons, because of their vested interests in various other businesses or their
affiliations with political parties. Social media has emerged as a great leveller. At
the same time, he raised concerns over the credibility of the information being
generated on social media platforms. He hoped that advancement in technology
would put credible filters in place and these would curb the prevalence of ‘fake
news’ on social media. However, the onus also lies with the individual to question
the content, and to find out whether the information shared is true. There was
certainly a case for a fact checking industry in India.

•

Mr Chowdhury also touched on the growing menace of ‘fake news’ on social
media platforms and how it is fuelling biases. He pointed out that about 50 per
cent of the population in the U.S. reads at least one ‘fake news’ a day and tends
to believe in it. India too is highly susceptible to ‘fake news’, owing to the large
number of internet users in the country.

•

Mr Pahwa said there are not enough fact checkers in the world, and with
platforms being completely encrypted, it is difficult to find the source of
information. So, the onus is on the public to take cognisance of the content they
read and figure out the credibility of statements. If the democratisation of media
gives everyone a voice, it must also come with a sense of responsibility.

Manish Tewari

Chandan Chowdhury

Nikhil Pahwa

highlights
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This session concluded that over the past few years, social media has emerged as
one of the major source of news. With user-generated information, the credibility
of the content across social media platforms continues to be an area of concern. It is
expected that with advancements in technology, credibility filters would be used to
filter out the fake news based on the source of information. However, individuals also
need to take cognisance of the content they are reading to determine their credibility.
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Session X
Soft Power:
Turning
Heritage into
X-factor

This round of
discussion revolved
around India’s rich
cultural heritage
and how it can help
India transform
itself into a soft
power. The discussion
highlighted the
dilapidated condition
of the monuments
and museums across
India and the steps
that would be required
to turn around their
condition.
The panel consisted of Dr
Mahesh Sharma (Minister
of Culture and Tourism,
Government of India), Ms
Shobana Kamineni (Executive
Vice Chairperson, Apollo
Hospitals), Mr Pavan Varma
(Member of Parliament) and
Ms Gayatri Sinha (Art Critic),
while it was moderated by Mr
Ronojoy Banerjee (Assistant
Corporate Editor, CNBC
TV18).

•

Ronojoy Banerjee

Mr Banerjee set the context by stating that the export-led model which has
been the catapult for the Asian countries to prosperity is now practically over.
He opined that there is an integration between the culture, business and trade
diplomacy. Mr Banerjee sought panelists’ view on the ways in which India could
use its rich culture and tradition for trade diplomacy to make its ends meet.

“India may have lower per capita income, but is blessed with a very rich
cultural and historical legacy”

•

Pavan Varma

•

Mr Varma said India’s creativity has always been based on the power of original
thought; however, unlike any other mature civilisation, India has failed to strike
a balance between the popular culture and classical culture. He regretted that
India’s rich heritage was in disarray, and spoke about the dilapidated state of
museums in India, where ancient artefacts and sculptures lie in neglect.
Indians are not as appreciative of art as they should be, and if the Indian art
and culture needs to be projected as the soft power around the world, every
citizen needs to be more responsible towards the upkeep of Indian culture. The
government needs to increase its funding to institutions such as, Archaeological
Survey of India, if it wants to showcase its culture effectively, imaginatively and in
a manner that it actually influences people.

•

Ms Gayatri suggested it would be imperative to use technology to transform
India’s heritage into soft power.

•

Stressing a larger role for corporations to develop India as a soft power, Ms
Shobana mentioned the CSR Act, which allows corporates to invest their profits
for the conservation of Indian heritage.
She lauded efforts such as the recognition of 21 June as the International Yoga
Day and the incorporation of the Ministry of Ayush, and said the incumbent
government is more acutely aware of the impact India can make as a soft power.

Gayatri Sinha

•
Shobana Kamineni

•

Mahesh Sharma

highlights

Dr Sharma spoke about plans of cultural mapping across the country, wherein
distinct peoples’ tangible and intangible cultural assets would be mapped
on a portal. The government has also opened the doors for a Private–Public
Partnership (PPP) model for the maintenance and management of monuments–
with the government exercising partial control to maintain the sanctity and
security of the monuments.

The session concluded that India is blessed with a very rich legacy of culture, heritage
and tradition, but to become a global superpower in terms of soft power, much
greater ownership and involvement is required.
The government needs to invest more in integrating technology for the preservation
and promotion of our heritage. It should also make efforts to facilitate the
participation of private players through PPP models.
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Session XI
Aging
India:
The
Looming
Crisis?

•

Neha Sinha

“If this country does not wake up to the entire impact of aging, then
this country is going to have major issues in the future”

This session
focussed on India’s
preparedness to
cater to the elderly
population of the
country.

•

•
This session involved a
discussion between Mr
Vishal Bali (Asia Head,
TPG Growth (Healthcare))
and Ms Neha Sinha (CEO,
Epoch Elder Care).

Vishal Bali

•

•

•

•

highlights
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Ms Sinha spoke about the current state of elderly population in India and their
decision making capacity in India, and made a case for using PPPs to strengthen
elderly infrastructure and social security in the country.

Mr Bali spoke of the increased longevity of the Indian population and voiced
his concern about the absence of geriatric medicine as a specialisation in the
country, given that India has 116 million people above the age of 60 years, and
this number is expected to become 324 million by 2050. He also stressed that
the majority of the elderly population is made up of dependent women. “We
must take into account the social and demographic shifts to make the desired
transition in our society as has been done in many other countries’’ he said.
Commenting on the adequacy and inclusion aspects of social security policies of
the country, Mr Bali said about 83 per cent of people in the country do not fall
in the organised set-up, resulting in their exclusion from social security schemes.
Pension plans are also not adjusted for inflation, and India is a high out-of-pocket
spend country, unlike elsewhere.
The world over, the governments are the primary providers of the elderly. He
highlighted the case of Germany, where out of the total healthcare spend of 11
per cent of the GDP, and 3 percent is earmarked for long-term care. He urged
India to take cues from the best practices followed by the developed nations on
social security policies.
He also highlighted the importance of buying insurance at an early age – so that
the burden of health care is evenly distributed in later years. The government
should also manage the cost burden of the elderly efficiently through fiscal plans
and targeted allocations.
Mr Bali felt that health care must go beyond in-hospital healthcare to outof-hospital care. For this, India required more medical homes and low-cost
care centres with good infrastructure, and these should be set up with the
government’s assistance. He suggested a shift from a curative model to a
management cum care continuity model.
Mr Bali concluded the discussion with a comment that elderly centres should be
called ‘assisted living centres’ rather than old-age homes.

This discussion highlighted the changing demographics of India in terms of rising
elderly population and the associated social and financial impact. The society
needs concrete steps in terms of sharing the burden of social security equitably and
adequately. The importance of public and private partnership was also highlighted as
a possible solution for creating elderly infrastructure and services.
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Session XII
The wealth
of India’s
temples
belong to
the people
of India

The panel consisted of
Mr. Mani Shankar Aiyar
(Member of Parliament,
Rajya Sabha), Mr. R S
Sodhi (Managing Director,
AMUL India), Mr. Suhel
Seth (Managing Partner,
Counselage India), Mr.
Pavan Varma (Member
of Parliament, Rajya
Sabha), Mr. Vishal
Bali (Asia Head, TPG
Growth (Healthcare))
and Mr. Prabir Bagchi
(Vice Chancellor, SRM
University) and it was
moderated by Mr. Ronojoy
Banerjee (Assistant
Corporate Editor, CNBC
TV 18).

40 MINDMINE
Triggering
SUMMIT
change
2017Through ThoughT leadership

The big debate was the most liveliest sessions of the
two-day summit, as in the previous editions. The
topic for the debate ‘The wealth of India’s temples
belong to the people of India’ elicited strong views
from both sides of the spectrum.
The Moderator urged the debaters to carefully
weigh all aspects of the motion, and do their
utmost to convince the audience regarding their
viewpoint. All speakers were given 3 minutes to
put across their point of view.
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Session XIII
The Radical
Redesign
of India &
the World:
Beyond
the Pain
Barrier

•

•
Arvind
Panagariya

This discussion shed
light on the role
of Niti Aayog in
India’s development
plan and the
way forward
for India in the
current economic
and geopolitical
environment.

•

•

•

Dr Panagariya said that protectionism in the U.S. wasn’t new; It had existed in the
past against the South Koreans in the steel market, against the Japanese in the car
market and against the Chinese’ entry to WTO, etc. However, unlike in the past,
the pre-election protectionist sentiments currently was actually translated into
protectionist policies post the elections.
However, he was optimistic about India’s global trade, stressing the global market
was significantly larger. He said India needs to focus on increasing its share in the
merchandise exports, regardless of the global export figures.
Dr Panagariya said Niti Aayog should not be seen as a replacement of the
dissolved Planning Commission. Unlike the Planning Commission, Niti Aayog
does not have the powers to allocate funds to ministries and states; it is an
advisory body, and maintains a cordial relationship with states and partners them
in charting their respective development paths. He said the institution’s agenda
has to be in-line with the country’s agenda.
Unlike the Planning Commission, Niti Aayog has a much wider role in the policy
formulation. The institution is responsible for the preparation of three-year
action plan and a 15-year vision document for the country. The institution has
also been working closely with the states to drive legislation changes in areas such
as land acquisition, agriculture and education.
The Niti Aayog has also been working towards the closure of the non-profit
making Public Sector Units (PSUs) and the privatization of several other PSUs.

The discussion took
place between Dr Arvind
Panagariya (Vice
Chairman, Niti Aayog)
and Mr Sunil Kant Munjal.

highlights
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The session concluded with the observation that it is vital it is to have a longterm vision, a cordial state-centre relationship and cooperative federalism for the
development of the nation. Bodies like Niti Aayog are facilitating this.
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Sources:
Budget should focus on private investments, Live Mint,
27 January 2017; A third of Indian firms’ borrowing is
currently stressed, India Ratings says, CNBC, 04 April
2016; Economic Survey 2016-17, India Budget, 31
January 2017; Is the commercial vehicle industry ready
for BS IV, Autocar Professional, 03 January 2017; SC:
No Entry for BS-III Vehicles After March 31, The Time
of India, 30 March 2017;” Higher capacity utilisation
may be a game-changer for India Inc” Business Standar
website, 20 January 2014, “Capacity utilisation trends
indicate slower pace: report”, Livemint website, 19 May
2016
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construction and pharmaceuticals) and easing the Financial Institutional
Investor (FII) norms have been given utmost priority by the Indian
government.

India
Story

Fastest growing
large economy in
the world

India and the global
economy

GDP growth rate
FY16:

7.9%
IMF GDP forecast
for FY20:

8%
Global business
optimism index rank:

I
Historically
resilient, the
Indian economy
is grappling
with external
and internal
disruptions that
promise to test
the country’s
economic
fundamentals in
the short-run

2Q2017:
1Q2017:

New disruptors, both internal as well as external, have emerged for the
Indian economy. The domestic political stability and policy implementations
notwithstanding, the de-globalisation trend in some parts of the world is
forcing India to look inwards for growth.

Consumer
confidence index
at a 10-year high in
December 2016

disruptors

Changing political
scenario

Brexit & Protectionist
policies

Drivers

Make in India

USD46.4
Billion

The fastest growing
start-up ecosystem
globally

Skill India
Smart Cities Mission
MSME Corporate Tax Reduction
The Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code

On the domestic front, the government is focussed on improving the Ease
of Doing Business (EODB) parameters to ensure India is placed amongst
the top-50 countries by next year. Measures to curb corruption and curtail
bureaucracy-led inefficiencies have been on the rise. In addition, incentives
to push foreign investments by liberalising the Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) limits and norms for many sectors (like defence, railway infrastructure,
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inflation
target as per
RBI’s flexible
inflation targeting
framework

Digital India

Single window customs clearence

.............................................
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The country is in dire need of impactful major reforms and their quicker
implementation to combat inefficiency in the system which is curtailing
India’s growth potential. With political stability at the Centre, it is expected
that the reforms will be carried out at a progressive pace.

FDI inflows
FY17:

Invest india

e-Biz Website

3

55

4%

Industrial revolution
4.0

2
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2016:

Changing political scenario

December 2016

Goods and Services
Tax (GST)

“Good news for Modi govt: FY16 GDP
growth at 7.6%; India now fastestgrowing economy in the world”, Zee
News website, 1 June 2016
“World Economic Outlook”,
International Monetary Fund,
January 2017
“First Revised Estimates of National
Income, Expenditure, Saving and
Capital Expenditure 2016-17”,
Ministry of Statistics and Programme
Implementation, 31 January 2017

Global
competiveness
rankings

2017:

The impact of internal disruptions, such as demonetisation and the GST, are
transient in nature but disruptions like the Fourth Industrial Revolution are
here to stay. These disruptions are expected to play a crucial role towards the
growth of the Indian economy in the long run provided we are adequately
prepared.

The nation is witnessing a ‘changing political scenario’ with the ruling party
at the Centre winning crucial state elections. We can see te clear mandate of
people with the help of the following maps which reflect a comparison of two
political scenarios five years apart.

ndia has emerged as a bright spot on the global map having withstood
the global headwinds successfully. — It is today recognised as the fastest
growing large economy in the world1. While the global economy grew
3.1 per cent in 20162 , India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew at an
accelerated pace of 7.9 per cent in FY163.

Demonetisation

1

2
3

However, amidst the steadily rising GDP, soaring stock market index,
and positive investor confidence, developments have emerged which can
potentially disrupt the growth.

.............................................
Sources: ‘FDI inflows into India jump
18% to a record $46.4 bn in 2016
despite global fall’, Live mint website,
18 February 2017; “India consumer
confidence hit ten-year high despite
demonetisation: Nielsen survey”,
Live mint website, 21 February 2017;
“India -The Fastest Growing and 3rd
Largest Start-Up Ecosystem Globally:
NASSCOM Startup Report 2014”,
NASSCOM website, accessed on 30
March 2017;” IMF cuts India’s GDP
growth forecast to 6.6% on note ban
woes”, Live mint website, 17 January
2017; “China GDP growth to fall below
6% by 2020: IMF”, CNBC website, 12
August 2016; Real GDP growth page,
International Monetary Fund website,
accessed on 29 March 2017T; Economic
Survey 2016-17, India Budget, 31
January 2017; “Ease of doing business
page”, MakeinIndia website, accessed
on 30 March 2017; “Headline versus
core CPI inflation in India”, Livemint
website, 08 March 2017; KPMG in
India’s analysis

With a diminished
opposition and
friendlier state
governments,
progressive
reforms are
expected to
be carried
out by the
Centre with
renewed vigour

Present assembly
(2017)

BJP
BJP+Allies

Previous assembly
(2012)

Congress
Congress+Allies
Other political parties

Source: “Assembly Election Results
2017: Mapping the BJP’s pan-India
saffron surge”, First Post website,
12 March 2017
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Demonetisation
has increased
the credit
lending capacity
of banks due
to lower cost
of funds, in
addition to
adding to the
tax base of the
economy. Soon,
this would boost
the growth in
businesses with
increased access
to capital

Demonetisation

• Cash flow
impacted
• Large scale
attrition
• Depreciating
rupee
• Stalled capital
raising activities
• Normal banking
operations
impacted
• Adverse investor
sentiments
•
• Implementation
challenges
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Demonetisation

Initial response to GST

On November 08, the government decided to demonetise around INR14
trillion worth of high denomination currencies, which comprised 86 per cent
of currency in circulation. The main objective of that move was to counter
black money, counterfeit currency, and wipe out corruption besides helping
the country to move to the digital payments platform4.

Automobile

The GST is likely
to impact
businesses
in the
short-term;
however, in
the long-term
it could lead
to a stronger
economy
on the back
of better
governance

Demonetisation led to a transient disruption that primarily impacted the cash
based businesses. SMEs and sectors like automobile, real estate, organised
retail, airlines and pharma were impacted due to the sudden cash curtailment.
According to a recent observation, one in every four BSE 200 stocks are yet to
recover from demonetisation5.
As an immediate aftermath of demonetisation, both the services sector
and the manufacturing sector witnessed contraction (as indicated by the
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) for November and December):
•
•
•
•

Services PMI fell below 50 points in November 2016
Manufacturers PMI fell below 50 points in December 2016
The manufacturing industry lost 30 per cent jobs
The manufacturing industry lost 55 per cent revenue

Further, investor confidence was also impacted resulting in a 5 per cent drop
in inward remittances Y-o-Y in 2016.6 Consequently, for the Financial Year
(FY) 2017, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank have
revised India’s projected growth from 7.6 per cent to 6.6 per cent and 7 per
cent, respectively7.

4

5

6

7

Demonetisaton: Over Rs 11 lakh
cr deposits enter banking system
till Nov 30, CNBC-TV18 says”,
First Post website, 01 December
2017
“One in four BSE 200 stocks
yet to recover from note ban”,
Business Standard website, 29
March 2017
“Remittances to India to decline
by five per cent in 2016: World
Bank”, First Post website, 07
October 2016
“Demonetisation leaves world
economists confused; IMF, World
Bank, UN project different
growth figures for India”, India.
com, 18 January 2017
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Technology

IR
4.0
Digitisation

DATA

The world is on the brink of a technological revolution that can fundamentally
alter the way we do business and relate to one another — the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (Industrial revolution 4.0). The Fourth Industrial Revolution is a
fusion of technologies, combining the physical, digital and biological worlds.
These new technologies will impact all disciplines, economies and industries.
•
•

Customer behaviour analysis for staying relevant
Social media analytics and spend pattern analysis are expected to adapt the way
they would design, market, and deliver products and services

Product
and service
enhancement

•
•

Digital capabilities increase the value of products and services
New technologies make assets more durable and resilient; transformation of data
and analytics is underway

Collaborative
innovation

•

Access to global digital platforms for research, development, marketing, sales and
distribution are enabling players to add value faster than ever by improving the
quality, speed and price of delivery

New forms of
organisation

•

Global platforms and new business models are pushing industries to rethink their
stance in terms of talent, culture, and organisational forms

Manage
customer
expectations

Another unprecedented reform that the government has worked towards is
the GST.
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The cost of services to get marginally expensive, as the
tax rate is to increase to 18 per cent from the present 15
per cent.

Industrial revolution 4.0

Although demonetisation led to a large scale liquidity infusion in banks,
contraction in manufacturing and low credit offtake could hamper the GDP
growth in the short-term. With the manufacturing PMI already inching up
(as per recent data), the situation is expected to improve by the second half of
2017, as the economy settles down post the fast-paced remonetisation.

The industry has given mixed reactions to the GST owing to the
standardisation of rates that would impact their sector-specific business
dealings. Some of the industry reactions have been captured as follows:

Services sector
(IT, telecom,
banking,
insurance)

The FMCG sector has emerged as the biggest
beneficiary of the GST; it is likely to witness reduced
overall tax burden. Items for mass consumption to get
cheaper. Tax exemption given to essential products,
such as food grains and milk, to provide an impetus to
the industry.

The finalised GST rates are largely in line with the existing overall indirect tax
rates. The new tax regime would not lead to significant increase in prices of
goods. However, a marginal hike could be witnessed in the cost of services.
The GST is expected to boost the GDP growth rate by 1.5–2 per cent9.

The GDP in the 3Q17 indicates that we are still the fastest growing large
economy; however, this might be revised down once we have more
information about the demonetisation impact on the informal sector is
captured. Thus, India temporarily losing the title of the fastest growing large
economy to China now stands as a possibility.

The GST is expected to increase the tax compliance ratio by consolidating all
indirect taxes, as it is monitored by a self-policing mechanism using online
reconciliation of taxes. There is an inbuilt incentive for paying taxes, which
would allow a manufacturer to claim credits for the taxes already paid on
inputs.

Fast moving
consumer goods

Medicines, except the life-saving drugs, could get
costlier as Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) to be
taxed at 18 per cent. Further, the supply chain could be
disrupted in the short-term.

KPMG in India’s analysis

Goods and Services Tax (GST)

.............................................

Pharmaceutical

The automotive sector is likely to witness a reduced
overall tax burden. Luxury cars and SUVs to get
cheaper; however, the impact of the GST on smaller cars
are likely to remain neutral. Contrary to expectations,
hybrid cars are expected to attract higher tax rates.

...................
10

“GST
Explained”,
Tally
solutions
website,
accessed on
15 February
2017
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The revival
of the India’s
private sector
would be
crucial to
tide over the
impending
challenges
arising from
the disruptions
originating
beyond the
realm of Indian
boundaries,
such as Brexit,
the new U.S.
administration’s
policy changes
and rising
protectionist
sentiments
around the
globe.
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It will have great potential to drastically improve the efficiency of business
and organizations and help regenerate the natural environment through
better asset management and utilisation. The resultant disruption has
potential for great opportunities with substantial risks.
Some of the key opportunities which the Fourth Industrial Revolution offers:
• New products and services that  would increase efficiency
• Lower transportation and communication costs enabling effective
logistics and global supply chain network for opening new trade markets
• Opportunity for cross-cultural understanding and cohesion.
Some of the key risks which come with these new technologies are:
• Automation will lead to job cuts: Most of the low-skill jobs will be
automated which will make people redundant. India’s information
technology sector is already witnessing jobless growth10.
• Resultant skill gap: Recently, a global provider of digital, technology,
consulting and operations services announced downsizing because of
skill mismatch. To stay relevant, companies need to build the skill base
commensurate with the fast changing technology trends. These may
include skills in data-sciences, ethical hacking, grid/systems management,
etc. which are needed to capitalise the ‘industrial revolution 4.0’.

Brexit & Protectionist policies
On the global front, leadership changes in the U.S. and exit of the U.K. from
the EU have contributed significantly towards rising protectionism and
nationalism. The U.S. being an important trade partner and one of the topfive FDI sources for India, it is expected that changing policies could impact
India’s current account deficit and inward investments. The U.K. too, is an
important export destination for India, hence, the recent developments may
hamper the prospects of the Indian exporters to the UK in the short-term.

Fig. 1

Lower growth and
a weaker pound
are likely to impact
businesses across
sectors in India
over the short-term

Automobile

Textile

Pharma

IT

Travel &
tourism

Gems &
jewellery

brexit

Business environment
and key private sector
challenges

It has been
observed that in
the recent years,
private sector’s
contribution to
the economic
growth has
declined,
affected by
structural and
regulatory
challenges,
such as credit
availability,
declining
exports, tax
burden and
regulatory
challenges

T

he private sector is one of the key components of India’s economic
engine. The high growth period of the Indian economy — from FY04
to FY08 — when India witnessed a steep rise in the GDP growth,
was reflective of the rising private investments in the country.11
Worryingly, the private sector growth (and its investments) has been on the
downturn since 2011.

Gross Fixed
Capital
Formation
(GFCF), private
sector
(% of GDP)

.............................................

Fig 1: “Trump’s ‘America First’ may
hit India tech firms on work visa
access: Nomura”, CNBC website, 30
January 2017; ”Brexit: Impact on
Indian businesses”, Business Standard
website, 09 August 2016; “G&J
industry unclear on Brexit impact”,
Times of India website, 25 June 2016;
KPMG in India’s analysis
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72.4%

-5%

The current trend of protectionism and de-globalisation is not aligned with
India’s future growth plans, wherein, the country intends to remain open to
global trade and migration. To ensure continued economic development,
the government needs to look inwards and create an enabling environment
conducive to support the growth of the private sector.
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Source: Economic Survey 2016-17,
India Budget, 31 January 2017
Budget should focus on private
investments, Live Mint, 27 January
2017; A third of Indian firms’
borrowing is currently stressed,
India Ratings says, CNBC, 04 April
2016; Economic Survey 2016-17,
India Budget, 31 January 2017; Is the
commercial vehicle industry ready
for BS IV, Autocar Professional,
03 January 2017; SC: No Entry for
BS-III Vehicles After March 31, The
Times of India, 30 March 2017;”
Higher capacity utilisation may be a
game-changer for India Inc” Business
Standard website, 20 January 2014,
“Capacity utilisation trends indicate
slower pace: report”, Livemint
website, 19 May 2016
1
The secret to getting back India’s
golden growth, Rediff, 16 May 2016

Debt of top-10
stressed corporate
groups (INR billion)

Increment since FY10

2.8X

xx%

6689

27%
6%

24.6%

2011

2013

xx%

2015

• Continuous
decline in
private sector
contribution to
GFCF compelled
the government
to increase public
spending on
infrastructure

4Q11

4Q13

7519

5349

xx%
22.1%

IT and IT-enabled
services would be
The U.S.
majorly impacted
protectionist
alongside exportpolicies
oriented sectors if
stringent H-1B visa
norms come into force

“Is India ready for the fourth
industrial revolution?”, Livemint
website, 18 September 2016

Average capacity
utilisation from 1Q14 to
2Q14

Since 2011

09

10

Capacity utilisation
(%)

4Q15

2,675
xx%

2Q17

• Consistently low levels
of capacity utilisation
over the past few years
have resulted in lower
operating margins
and cash flows for the
manufacturing sector,
contributing to a
decline in private sector
investments
• Following the recent
Supreme Court ruling
to ban sales of BS III
compliant vehicles, auto
companies would be
forced to upgrade their
production systems to
meet BS IV standards –
adversely impacting the
capacity utilisation of
the sector

FY10

FY12

FY14

FY16

• Several private
companies,
especially in the
construction, power,
metals and minerals
sectors, are plagued
by high levels
of debt on their
balance sheets
• Rising debt
translates into
higher debt
servicing costs,
resulting in a
liquidity crunch
that inhibits
companies to fund
new projects
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restructuring, etc.) in the PSU segment because of the governmental control
on the board has led to the resultant ownership challenges and inefficiencies.

Main disablers of private sector growth12, 23, 14, 15, 16, 17

Along with it the regulatory compliance cost in India seems to be a drag
for both the manufacturing and services industries. The archaic laws and
regulations that were formulated several years ago have been a limiting factor.
But, the current government has reportedly managed to weed out more than
1,100 obsolete laws in less than two years. Yet, a lot still needs to be done
with regards to the regulatory bottlenecks that are hampering the growth of
businesses in India.

Lack of credit availability

■ Presence of high Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) in the Indian
banking system has made banks restrictive towards lending to
private sector companies
■ The private corporate capital expenditure via projects assisted
by banks and other financial institutions has declined from
INR3,367 billion in FY11 to INR997 billion in FY16

Ease of Doing Business
Delayed clearances

■ Lack of government clearances is one the primary factors
contributing to over 20 per cent of the total project delays
■ High number of stalled projects, accounting for approximately 20
per cent of the total private projects under implementation, deter
new investment

Declining exports

■ A volatile global environment has led to slowdown in
exports for Indian companies, impacting revenue growth and
profitability
■ The Indian exports, which touched USD312 billion in FY12,
declined 14.4 per cent to reach USD262 billion in FY16
■ In FY17 (until February 2017), the Indian exports witnessed
a modest recovery of 2.5 per cent driven by engineering goods,
iron ore and petroleum products; however, a broad based
recovery is yet to be seen

The call of
the hour is
to reduce
compliance
costs,
enable selfcertification,
remove
unnecessary
legislations,
systematise
procedures
and augment
transparency.
This can
help foster
a businessfriendly
environment in
India.

Rising input costs

■ The cost of key raw materials is rising due to inflation in
global commodity prices

India ranks 130 out of 189 countries in EODB ranking. While,
the Indian government has launched several schemes to improve
EODB, state-level challenges, such as poor implementation,
an ineffective single-window clearance system and lack of a
land bank system, create roadblocks for improving the business
environment
Cumbersome tax regime

Corporate tax rates in India are higher than the global average.
In addition, the tax regime is both ambiguous (small corporates
paying more tax than their larger counterparts) and cumbersome.
In the recent past, large retrospective taxes have been levied on
corporations, which have created apprehension amongst potential
investors
The licence raj

India ranks 183 out of 189 countries in securing a construction
permit. This is due to the requirement of a large number of
permits to start a new project and associated delays. For instance,
more than 150 approvals, on an average, are required to start a
residential housing project
Rigid labour laws

■ Increase in input costs has forced many firms engaged in Fast
Moving Consumer Goods (FMCGs), automobile, steel and
other sectors to absorb the incremental cost, which has in
turn, put pressure on the margins

Currently, there are about 44 labour acts which govern
employment in private companies. In addition, labour
requirements are stifling and do not offer flexibility in hiring and
relieving workers
Difficult land acquisition procedure

.............................................
How to spur private investment,
Live Mint, 24 November 2016
13
Private Corporate Investment:
Growth in 2015-16 and
Prospects for 2016-17*, RBI, 10
September 2016
14
Has the Modi govt succeeded in
unclogging stalled projects, Live
Mint, 24 January 2017
15
Indian exports haven’t done too
badly, The Hindu Business Line,
04 January 2017
16
Rising input costs: Get ready to
pay more for groceries, Money
Control, 27 February 2017
17
Sustaining exports, The Hindu
Business Line, 17 March 2017
12
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Banks constitute an integral component of the capital requirement of the
private sector, especially the SME segment. Inadequate credit availability
being one of the major constraints for the private sector, needs deep
deliberation. It is expected that in the next 10–15 years, India’s banking and
financial services sector is likely to have diverse players, such as small banks,
payments banks and this consolidation could drive efficiency and broader
reach to hitherto untapped customers. With 10 small banks and 8 payments
banks to start operations in the near term and digitalisation disrupting the
way we transact, this might be the banking sector’s ‘telecom moment’.
Indian banks, especially the public sector banks, are majorly impacted
by soaring NPAs and operational inefficiencies. The piling up of NPAs
is attributed to regulatory forbearance. In addition, lack of independent
decision-making abilities (that impact prompt decisions, credit exposure,
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This land is their land, The
Hindu, 01 February 2017;
Dismantling the permit raj in
housing, Live Mint, 28 March
2017; 44 labour laws to be
amalgamated into four labour
codes: Minister, India, 13 October
2015; Infra bottlenecks put
investors in wait and watch mode,
DNA India, 04 December 2016;
Jumping 12 places, India ranks
130 in ease of doing business:
World Bank report, Indian
Express, 26 October 2016; Ease of
Doing Business in Uttar Pradesh,
CUTS C-CIER, May 2016; Ease
of Doing Business in Rajasthan,
CUTS C-CIER, March 2016

Several factors, such as Social Impact Assessment (SIA), high
compensation benchmark, prior consent requirements and
conflicts in land acquisition, create hurdles for the industries to
secure land
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Besides fortifying investment, to strengthen the private sector structurally, the
government needs to focus on the following key themes:
Job oriented policies

Recommendations for
kick-starting private
sector growth in India

■

■
■

Measures to drive the private sector growth18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

W
The resolution
of key
challenges
faced by the
private sector,
such as stressed
balance sheets,
unavailability of
funds and lack
of EODB, would
help place the
Indian economy
on a longterm growth
trajectory

ith slowdown in the global economy, growing protectionism in
some countries and recent geo-politically sensitive events taking
place around the world, which may impact the inflow of FDI, it
has now become imperative for India to look inward and stimulate
private investments for long-term economic growth sustenance.

Focusing on SMEs and creating credit enabling environment

Steps to boost the private sector

■

.............................................
How to spur private investment,
Live Mint, 24 November 2016
19
9 commandments to boost
private funding in India’s infra
sector, Rediff, 01 March 2017
20
Arbitration: Construction
industry gives thumbs up to
new govt guidelines, Financial
Express, 01 September 2016
21
Budget 2017: How to remove
Made in India hurdles, The
Financial Express, 17 January
2017
22
Corporate tax rates table,
KPMG Global website, accessed
on 29 March 2017
23
Labour law reforms are a
necessity, Live Mint, 23 May
2016
18
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For the next 25 years, the government can formulate policies with creating
jobs being the focus. According to the statistics per cent of employable
women work in India, youth is both unemployed and underemployed. It
is estimated that 69 per cent of the jobs would not remain the same in the
next 20 years (driven by technology and digitisation) point towards a dire
need for reformulating polices
The focus needs to be on reskilling and educating people to make the
potential workforce employable which is as important as creating right job
opportunities
The boost to entrepreneurship/start-ups by easing licensing norms and
providing skill assistance is another step towards engaging the workforce
in India.
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■

Solving the twin balance sheet problem

•
•

An efficient ‘Asset Reconstruction Institution (ARI)’ can help
tackle the stressed balance sheet of companies and banks.
ARI can facilitate the restructuring of stressed loans on
companies’ balance sheets and simultaneously recapitalise
banks to provide fresh loans.

Improving the business environment

•

The government could create a conducive business environment
by resolution of some of the key challenges faced by the
industries, which include:
– Introducing much-needed business-friendly labour reforms.
– Lowering the corporate tax rates, which stood at 34.6% in
India as against the global average of 23.6% in 2016.
– Ensuring quick clearances via reduction in the number of
permissions and streamlining clearance processes.

Disbursement of funds stuck under arbitration

•
•

The government announced guidelines to release 75% of funds
stuck in conflicts during project execution; however, there is a
need for an effective mechanism to implement these plans.
The release of funds  would encourage future investments.

■

Reigniting India’s services sector
■

■
■
■

Promotion of entrepreneurship culture

•

•

Several initiatives have been launched by the Indian
government for the incubation of start-ups in the country.
However, there is a need for increasing the policy focus on
improving profitability for a sustainable start-up ecosystem.
Incentives could be introduced for encouraging entrepreneurs
to indulge in research, promote innovation and improve
competitiveness.

SMEs are estimated to contribute about 8 per cent to the GDP currently.
However, the sector has the potential to contribute to almost 50 per cent
of the GDP following the likes of China. SMEs employ over 80 million
people while helping to industrialise rural areas
It is important that the government focusses on incentivising SMEs with
more enablers like lowering corporate tax scale, making availability of
credit easy through a strengthened banking sector and bringing in new
equity players for private investments
Further, on the credit front, ensuring efficient performance of
microfinance institutions, non-banking financial institutions, Micro Units
Development and Refinance Agency (MUDRA) bank and small banks,
would be highly beneficial to the MSME segment.

While the service sector growth is robust, and has supported India’s
economic growth over the last decade, recent PMI figures indicate that
there might be an increasing need to reignite the sector. For the first time
in the last four months, the index showed signs of recovery in February,
and crossed the 50-point mark
The recent turnaround in business activity came as businesses recovered
from the demonetisation-related disruptions. However, it is still far from
its expected levels that prevailed before demonetisation
The outlook for the sector for this year remains subdued on account
of staff count reduction, sluggish confidence with regard to output and
market competition
Low business confidence amongst service providers makes the case for
focus on reviving demand in sectors including IT, communications,
healthcare and tourism.

Adapting to an agile digital way of operations
■
■

There is a need for agile policy decisions unlike a linear and mechanistic
‘top-down’ approach that started during the second Industrial Revolution
Given the Fourth Industrial Revolution’s rapid pace of change and broad
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■
■

Building the ‘Triangle of trust’
■

People trust government
- Continual thrust on transparency and accountability in policy making
is needed. The reforms pace has picked up momentum. More on-theground changes, focus on challenges and forthright decision making
will be a step in the right direction.
- Focus on all-round development will help strengthen the confidence
in people.
- It is also imperative that the government does away with archaic laws
and streamline overlapping as well as contradicting policies, so as to
serve as the optimally enabling body for businesses.

■

Government trust people
- It is also imperative that the government trusts people and does
not burden them with over regulation that hinders creativity and
efficiency. Functional autonomy to banks may yield better results with
prompt decisions and implementation.

■

People and business trust each other
- People and businesses need to trust each other. There needs to
be a balance between regulatory forbearance and apt policies for
safeguarding the interests of customers and companies.

These measures are likely to lead to greater efficiency in operation driven by
the market in an enabling regulatory environment.

04
BML Munjal
Awards

With changing
technologies,
the need of the
hour is to adapt
to an agile
framework in
culture, people
and operations.
More efforts to
boost last-mile
connectivity,
consumer
education and
cyber-security
is required
for digital to
become a way
of life.

spectrum impact, legislators and regulators will have to rapidly adapt to
the new, fast-changing environment.
To do so, governments and regulatory agencies would need to collaborate
closely with businesses and the civil society.
With changing technologies, the need of the hour is to adapt to an agile
framework in culture, people and operations. More efforts to boost lastmile connectivity, consumer education and cyber-security is required for
digital to become a way of life. This would not only lead to operational
efficiency but also contribute to a win–win situation for companies and
customers alike.

Business
Excellence
through learning
& development
Twelfth Edition, 2017
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the BML
Munjal
Awards 2017
winners

Services Aditya Birla
(Private Sector) Financial
Services

LARSON & ToUBRO

Services State Bank
(Public Sector ) of India
Manufacturing Larsen &
(Private Sector) Toubro
Manufacturing Amul
(Public Sector/
Co-operative)
Sustained HDFC Bank
Excellence
Emerging Stars Policy Bazaar
The Runners-up Lemon Tree
across categories Hotels
CONCOR
Dabur
Mazagon Dock
Logi Next
Solutions
Indian Oil
Corporation

ADITYA BIRLA GROUP
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The 12th edition of the
Annual BML Munjal
Awards felicitated
organisations that have
increasingly focused
on capability building
through Learning &
Development in cross
functional areas of
business

T

he Awards were presented on the first day of the
on-going Mindmine Summit 2017. Remembering
and applauding the founding Chairman and
Managing Director of the Hero Group- Late Dr.
Brijmohan Lall Munjal, the Chief Guest of the evening,
Prakash Javadekar, Union Minister of Human Resource
Development gave away the awards to winners.
Speaking at the ceremony Javadekar said, “Today, the
evolution and changes in the global marketplace are
happening so rapidly that we tend to believe its disruption.
In a way, disruption is evolution and the new normal. We
need to encourage emphasis on training, learning and
development in its true spirit.”
“We recently organised an event for our young students,
where we presented them with the problems various
government departments had raised. The students from
all over the country got together and worked in teams
in a competitive environment and suggested some really
workable solution that now needs to be institutionalised.
There is ample talent in our country and awards like these,
will provide them further incentives to perform. Through
innovation India can attain the leadership position that it so
deserves in this world,” he added.
Applauding the winners, Sunil Kant Munjal, Chairman,
Hero Enterprise said, “It’s our endeavour to recognise
companies who’ve invested in people, and benefitted from it,
using learning and development as a source of competitive
advantage and as a strategy for their business. These awards
are based on a very stringent jury process. The Jury had on
hand an extremely difficult task of choosing the winners
from an exceptional shortlist of companies. There is a need
for both the public and the private sector to keep up with
the challenges today in the face of emerging and evolving
disruptions in order grow their businesses.”
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STATE BANK OF INDIA

HDFC BANK

Mindmine
summit

05
The First 10 years

Policy Bazaar
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AMUL

Emerging
Business
Challenges:
Search for
Winning
Responses
The inaugural edition of the
summit looked at the emerging
challenges of globalisation
in the domains of scale,
operational and delivery
excellence. It also mapped the
changing requirements for skill
upgradation, Innovation &
learning and regulation.
Some of the issues that were
deliberated upon
•
•
•
•
•

The challenges of tomorrow:
Big is beautiful
Architecture of winning
organisations
Handcuffs and Handshakes
The people Tree
Is India ready for borderless
world?

2006

Inaugural Edition

Imagining,
Investing,
Inventing:
‘The Global
Manager’
The 2nd edition of the summit
assessed how the competition
was forcing Indian companies
to work to global standards
of efficiency, productivity and
customer service. It also analysed
what Indian managements had to
do in order to deliver across alien
cultures.
Some of issues that were
deliberated upon
•
•
•
•
•

The globalization manuscript:
Vision, design and execution
Regulations: Rules across
Geographies
Culture: Thriving in Diversity
Engaging with communities:
Value addition to stakeholder
relation ships
There are two Indian
managers: One inside India
and the other outside

2007

2nd Edition

Reinventing
Indian
Business:
Agenda for
Today
Human, social and business
dynamics that were looked at in
the summit and how they help to
drive India in the next decade &
beyond. It sought to understand
how businesses could rediscover
themselves….
Some of the issues that were
deliberated upon:
•
•
•
•

Re-invention: Why the rush?
Re Invention: Can Indian
companies be truly global?
Re Invention: Of the
Individual Indian?
Re invention: Business Social
Paradigms

2008

3rd Edition

Challenges
of Troubled
Times:
Opportunities
and Threats
The summit focused on the global
economic crisis from different
perspectives. The objective was to
get a better grip on the realities that
confronted India, so that the country
was better prepared for the future.
Some of the issues that were discussed
on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recession and market meltdown:
How bad is it?
India at risk: How can we make our
country safer?
Profiting from Gloom: Is this
corporate India’s big chance?
Managing Talent and costs in
turbulence: Can we get leaner
without pink slips?
Fulfilling’s India’s Dreams:
Infrastructure, energy and space
If youth know, if age could- a value
code for tomorrow’s India.

2009

4th Edition

2010: Is
This India’s
Defining
Moment?
The 5th edition of the summit
scanned the fledging process of
recovery around the world and in
India. It posited whether this was
India’s defining moment in terms
of growth, development, societal
change and administrative
reforms.
Some of the issues that were
deliberated on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global Financial Crisis: Have
the lessons been learnt?
Fixing India: Building and
skilling for next decade.
Innovating India: Can we
become World’s value for
money hub?
Evolving India: Is ours really
a liberated society?
India’s Security: Making India
Safer
Governance: Making plans
work

2010

5th Edition

Thriving in
Uncertainty:
Is this the
Real India?
As India entered a new decade, the
summit asked whether India could
continue its dream run against an
uncertain global backdrop. It also
asked if India’s growing clout could
provide new leverage in a multidimensional world.
Some of the issues that were
discussed on:
•
•
•
•
•

Are we ready to take on the
world with our core indian
values?
Is India’s frugality a global
advantage?
India 2020: Glass half full or half
empty?
Social Equity: Are we ready to
give more and take less?
Tackling China: Is it time to reengineer the relationship?

2011

6th Edition

7th Edition

India in
Transition:
For Better
or for
Worse?
The annual think fest looked at
a transitioning India against a
weak outlook on growth inflation,
policy and governance. It assessed
how the forces of transition were
impacting decision-making.
Some of the issues that were
discussed on:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Showcasing India: Is the F1
success the turning point for
India skill and scale?
Agitated India: Is it people
power or pester power that is
redefining India’s Governance
agenda?
The Creative world:
Commerce over creativity?
Role of Business
Organisations: Can we create
a more compassionate and
inclusive society?)
The Old silk road: Linking
south Asia to south east &
west/central Asia
Redrawing India’s map: Are
smaller states the way of the
future?
Is the current state of affairs
of Indian political parties
the achillies’ heel of our
democracy

Today’s
India:
Economics
or Politics?
The annual think fest looked at
a transitioning India against a
weak outlook on growth inflation,
policy and governance. It assessed
how the forces of transition were
impacting decision-making.
Some of the issues that were
deliberated on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Credibility of Business: Is
Wealth being Fairly Created
and Distributed?
People Fury: Have the Lambs
Finally Broken their Silence?
Culture Club: Will Adaptation
Enrich or Destroy Our
Heritage?
Return of Regionalism: Are the
States ruling Delhi?
Towards SAFTA: Only Give
and No Take?
India’s New Sports Leagues:
Money over Matter?
Quality Healthcare for all:
Pipedream or Reality?
Technology Evolution: Shifting
Paradigms, Shaping Lives

2013

8th Edition

2015-2025: The
India Decade?
Against the backdrop of a historic
election verdict of 2014, the summit
focussed on how India could seize
the moment and move forward as a
resurgent and progressive nation in
next ten years.
Some of the issues that were
deliberated on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Next 10 Years: Gliding or
rocketing ahead?
Infrastructure: Can New Cities
& Corridors change India’s
landscape?
One Nation, Many Factories: Do
we need an India model?
Future-Proofing India: How do we
Skill and Scale quickly?
Civil Society & Social Enterprise:
Towards a Weapon less
Revolution?
India’s Healthcare: Who will foot
the bill?
Defence: India’s next Sunrise?
More clicks than Bricks: But can
e-commerce really replace retail?
Governance: Can Technology
deliver more with less including in
the areas of Skill & Training?

2015

9th Edition

The Idea of
India…Whose
India?
The 10th edition examined the
concept of an Indian identity, against a
background of liberal and nationalist
voices. The tone for the 2016 edition
was introspective and probing, yet
essentially positive.
Some of the issues that were
deliberated on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can the Rising Tide of Reforms lift
many Boats?
Beyond Frugal: Is India finally
ready to move up Value Chain?
Nature’s Fury: The New World
Order?
Governing the Ungovernable:
Workable Ideas for India’s Cities &
States
Entrepreneurship & Skill
Development: Disrupting to Grow
Higher Education: Is an Indian
“Ivy League” possible?
Our World; Their World: Are we
ready to hear Other Voices?
Comedy Unplugged: The Business
of Laughing
The Politics of Development: What
really works with Masses?

2016

10th Edition

Fueling New Business Ideas
Forging new paths since 2006
The Mindmine Summit is the annual flagship event of
the Mindmine Institute, an independent think tank set by
the Hero Enterprise. The institute conducts a number of
initiatives to generate intellectual discussions and build
through leadership on subjects of importance to the
Indian industry and to Indians as a whole.
Mindmine Summit for over 10 years has successfully
created a platform to come together and find ways to solve
ongoing critical yet neglected issues. Through this forum
we unitedly find solutions by indulging intellectuals from
different industry into this brain storming sessions.

www.mindminesummit.com

www.facebook.com/mindminesummit

www.twitter.com/Mindmine_Summit

www.linkedin.com/in/mindminesummit
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